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Fire and spice fragrant recipes from
the Silk Road and
beyond

A fragrant treasure trove of recipes from across the globe. Spices Nov 8,
have been bringing fragrance and fire to food for thousands of
2019
years, and they are as relevant today as they have always been versatile, healthy, economical, and, more importantly, utterly
delicious. However, many people find spices confusing and
equate them to endless shopping lists or old jars gathering dust in
their cupboards. This treasure trove of recipes from 'spice master'
John Gregory-Smith will demystify the spice cupb

Half baked harvest
super simple - more
than 125 recipes for
instant, overnight,
meal-prepped, and
easy comfort foods

Oct 31,
2019

Pasta grannies - the
secrets of Italy's best
home cooks

Nov 6,
2019
Amazon.com.

Shuk - from market to
table, the heart of
Israeli home cooking

With Shuk, home cooks everywhere can now inhale the
Nov 8,
fragrances and taste the flavors of the vivacious culinary mash-up
2019
that is today's Israel. Long-simmered stews, herb-dominant rice
pilafs, toasted-nut-studded grain salads, and of course loads of
vegetable dishes--from snappy, fresh, and raw to roasted every
way you can think of--will open your eyes and your palate to the
complex nuances of Jewish food and culture. The book also
includes authoritative primers on the well-loved pillars of the cu

Title

tawa?w - progressive
Indigenous cuisine

The gift of gathering

Date
added

"tawa^w [ta-wow; Cree]: "Welcome, there is room." Indigenous
Nov 6,
cuisine, like other aspects of Indigenous cultures, is now
2019
reawakening with a fresh vitality and creative energy unlike
anything we've seen in decades. With Tawa^w: Progressive
Indigenous Cuisine, acclaimed chef Shane Chartrand hopes to
ignite the imagination of a new generation of culinary talent who
will create a more inclusive understanding of what it means to
cook, eat, and share food in our homes, in our communities, and
in our re

"From humble beginnings my passion was born, and I'm so glad
Nov 6,
that we're sharing this time together. I can't wait to show you
2019
season-influenced tablescapes for everything from casual
gatherings to elegant parties. We'll look at how each element and
every special touch serves up delight. My hope is that the
photographed details, my stories, and the decor ideas will
encourage gatherings of your own. I close each portion by
highlighting a gift of gathering and by offering a blessing that can
be read

